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“While the majority of people are concerned about sugar,
sales of sweet biscuits are holding up well. With consumers

likely to become more focused on portion control due to
concerns about sugar though, smaller-sized convenience

products and mini packs that also cater better for on-the-
go snacking are likely to become more important. ”

– Richard Caines, Senior Food & Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• New pack formats and product pairings can expand usage occasions in biscuits
• Fillings and freshness offer ways to add value to sweet biscuits to combat lacklustre

volume sales
• Threat from concerns about sugar and focus on health and nutrition

2015 was a relatively quiet year for sweet biscuits in terms of major new product launches, with the
main emphasis being on brand extensions. Savoury biscuits saw the launch of more savoury baked
snacks to take advantage of baked products being seen as more healthy than fried. This means the
boundaries between savoury biscuits and crisps have become increasingly blurred.

While savoury biscuits might be seen as a substitute for crisps, this is less the case for sweet biscuits.
The latter can look to add value through the development of more premium products that appeal to
those looking for special treats, while both sweet and savoury products can focus on catering for more
usage occasions, including the important on-the-go market.
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A fifth willing to pay more for premium ingredients

Freshness adds to the appeal of sweet biscuits

Little willingness to pay more for healthier and ethical ingredients
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Interest in alternatives to refined sugar
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Artificial ingredients a majority concern
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